
   SARAH JAEGER – (1949 - ) 
 
Sarah Jaeger became a ceramic artist quite by accident.  An English major in college, she took 
a course in pottery and never looked back.  Similarly, a residency at the Archie Bray Foundation 
convinced her she had found the perfect place to pursue her art, and she has been a studio 
artist in Helena, MT ever since.  Jaeger works in porcelain, prizing its durability, whiteness, and 
translucency; her exquisite functional ware is first thrown on the wheel and sometimes altered.  
Many of her pieces are then glazed – layer upon layer of glaze using wax resist, resulting in 
rich, lush colors and elegant designs.  She has also made what she calls “white pots” which are 
finished with a semi-matte glaze that enhances the richness of the porcelain.  Jaeger is noted 
for her disciplined approach to production pottery, but she explains her commitment as arising 
from her love of her work.  Jaeger’s work has been shown in a number of exhibitions and is 
included in both private and public collections.  She has received many awards over her career 
including an Emerging Talent Award from the National Council on Education for the Ceramic 
Arts, an Individual Artist Fellowship by the Montana Arts Council, and was the only ceramist to 
receive a Target Fellowship Grant from United States Artists in 2006.  More recently she was 
one of the artists featured in the PBS series “Craft in America.” 
 
 
 

  ARTIST’S STATEMENT – SARAH JAEGER 
 
“Functional pots cohabit our intimate domestic spaces.  We experience them with our bodies – 
our hands and lips as well as our eyes.  They can insinuate themselves into our consciousness 
by many different avenues even when we are not paying attention, and over time pots we use 
can accrue layers of meaning and association.  Functional pots do not need to announce their 
importance.  In fact I believe that it is by not being important (or segregated to a pedestal in a 
museum) that they can bring the experience of beauty or unexpected pleasure to everyday life. 
 
…I am obsessed with making pots that convey a sense of volume, that speak of the capacity to 
contain and also offer their contents, that express their potential to be useful, generous, and in a 
way, luxurious.  I choose to work with porcelain, thought to be the most precious of clays, but 
which is also the most durable.  Its whiteness and translucency lend a luminous depth to the 
glazed surfaces.  I use saturated colors and often layer glazes, usually in patterns that repeat 
themselves loosely and with variation as they wrap themselves like skins around the volumes of 
the pots. 
 
I want these lustrous surfaces to attract the hand as well as the eye.  I want the pots to be both 
elegant and easy, beautiful and friendly, capable of providing nourishment to our daily lives.” 
 
 
1.  “Artist Statement.”  http://www.sarahjaeger.com/HTML/satement.html 
 
 
 

   RESUME – SARAH JAEGER 
 
 
1949   Born, West Simsbury, CT 

http://www.sarahjaeger.com/HTML/satement.html


 
1966-1970  B.A., cum laude, English Literature, Harvard College, Cambridge, MA 
 
1974 Graduate Student at Large, Classical Greek, University of Chicago, 

Chicago, IL 
 
1983 -1985  B.F.A., Ceramics, Kansas City Art Institute, Kansas City, MO 
 
1983 Pottery Instructor, Arvada Center for the Arts and Humanities, Arvada, 

CO 
 
1985-1987  Artist in Residence, Archie Bray Foundation, Helena, MT 
 
1986   Pottery Instructor, Archie Bray Foundation, Helena, MT 
 
1988-present  Studio Artist, Helena, MT 
 
1990   Juror’s Award, Clay Cup III, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, IL 
 
1990-1995  Board of Directors, Myrna Loy Center, Helena, MT 
 
1991 Emerging Talent Award, National Council on Education for the Ceramic 

Arts 
 
1992-2003  Archie Bray Foundation Board of Directors 
 
1996   Individual Artist Fellowship, Montana Arts Council 
   Founder’s Award, Strictly functional Pottery National, Lancaster, PA 
 
1999   Visiting Assistant Professor of Art, Pomona College, Claremont, CA 
 
2000 Visiting Assistant Professor of Ceramic Art, New York State College of 

Ceramics at Alfred, Alfred, NY 
 Third Place Award, Strictly Functional Pottery National, Lancaster, PA 
 
2002 Visiting Assistant Professor of Ceramics, University of Nebraska, Lincoln, 

NE 
 
2003 Juror’s Award, Clay Cup VIII, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, IL 
 Designer Craftsman Award, Strictly Functional Pottery National, 

Lancaster, PA 
 
2004 Art Center Purchase Award and Attorneys’ Award, Strictly Functional 

Pottery National, Lancaster, PA 
 
2006   United States Artists Target Fellow 
 
 

    
 



BIOGRAPHY – SARAH JAEGER 
 
Sarah Jaeger did not originally plan to become a ceramic artist.  She first attended Harvard 
College, majoring in English.  A class in pottery changed her direction, and she found herself 
skipping classes to spend more time with ceramics, although she did complete her major and 
earned a B.A. degree in English Literature in 1970.  1974 found her at the University of Chicago 
as a graduate student at large, studying classical Greek. She continued her involvement with 
ceramics, however, and some years later, working in clay on her own, she felt the need to return 
to school for more formal instruction.  It was, she has stated, “…the most difficult decision I have 
made as a working potter…”1  She enrolled in the Kansas City Art Institute in 1983 where she 
studied with Ken Ferguson, Victor Babu, and George Timock, receiving a B.F.A. in 1985.  
During a residency at the Archie Bray Foundation (1985-1987,) she fell in love with the area and 
the support the Bray’s reputation afforded the artists, and upon completing her residency, she 
established her studio there.   
 
Jaeger is noted for her functional work, beautifully crafted porcelain tableware that is thrown, 
sometimes altered. She chose porcelain for its durability, whiteness and translucency which 
enhance the glazes.  She utilizes wax resists to allow for layers and layers of rich colors and 
patterns, describing her glazes as “…wrap(ping) themselves like skins around the volumes of 
the pots.”2  In contrast to the lushly glazed pieces, she has made what she calls her “white 
pots.”  Finished with a semi-matte glaze, these elegant pieces pay homage to the English 
ironstone that her mother collected but retain the special qualities of porcelain. Because she is 
making functional pieces, she is concerned that the ware work well for the user as well as give 
visual pleasure, resulting in pieces that fit well in the hand and successfully fulfill their purpose 
at the same time as they provide beauty.  In the PBS program, “Craft in America,” Jaeger 
expressed her belief that there is a basic need to “make stuff” and an equally basic need to 
share it, that functional work is part of the common language which binds all humans.  As a 
ceramic artist she feels an affinity with all who work with their hands, regardless of the medium. 
 
“Clay work is 100% of my work life,” Jaeger has said.3 She acknowledges that her friends think 
of her as very disciplined, and in Ceramic Continuum, 50 Years of the Archie Bray, she was 
likened to Shoji Hamada for her commitment to and mastery of production.  Her dedication 
comes from the sheer love of what she is doing and a gratitude that she has been lucky enough 
to be able to earn a living doing what she enjoys.  While she has taught ceramics as a Visiting 
Assistant Professor at Pomona College, the New York State College of Ceramics at Alfred, and 
the University of Nebraska-Lincoln as well as numerous workshops, she is primarily a studio 
artist and sells much of her ware directly from her studio.  In addition, her work is carried by 
several galleries and is shown in several exhibitions each year, and she has also contributed 
her time and knowledge to the field of ceramic art by serving on the Board of Directors of the 
Archie Bray Foundation (1992-2003) and the Myrna Loy Center (1990-1995), both in Helena, 
MT. 
 
Jaeger’s work has brought her both honors and awards.  In 1991 she received an Emerging 
Talent Award from the National Council on Education for the Ceramic Arts and in 1996 was 
granted an Individual Artist Fellowship by the Montana Arts Council.  She was one of the artists 
featured in the PBS series “Craft in America,” and she was honored in 2006 as the only 
ceramist to receive a Target Fellowship Grant from United States Artists.  Receipt of this 
prestigious award will allow her to do some traveling to further enrich her knowledge of ceramic 
arts in other cultures.   
 



With all the well-deserved recognition Jaeger remains, as a friend has said, “the village potter,” 
satisfied to know that her gorgeous pots are being used, as well as admired, in homes across 
the country.  
 
 
1.  Sarah Jaeger.  “Sarah Jaeger.”  Ceramics Monthly 55 no. 6 (June/July 2007). 
2.  “Artist Statement.”  http://sarahjaeger.com/HTML/statement.html 
3.  Sarah Jaeger.  “Sarah Jaeger.”  Ceramics Monthly 55 no. 6 (June/July 2007). 
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  GALLERY REPRESENTATION – SARAH JAEGER 
 
AKAR Design, 257 East Iowa Avenue, Iowa, City, IA 52240 
 
ArtFusion, 471 Electric Avenue, Bigfork, MT 59911 
 
Artworks Gallery, 123 West Main Street, Bozeman, MT  59715 
 
Harvey/Meadows Gallery, 0133 Prospector road, Aspen, CO 81611 
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    WEB SITES – SARAH JAEGER 
 
http://www.sarahjaeger.com/ 
Official web site for Sarah Jaeger 
 
http://www.unitedstatesartists.org/utility/showArticle/?objectID=1614 
Article about Sarah Jaeger’s receipt of a grant from United States Artists. 
 
http://www.northernclaycenter.org/offline/popups/Jaeger.php 
Brief resume for Sarah Jaeger 
 
http://www.helenair.com/yt?p=585 
Brief article on Sarah Jaeger 
 
http://www.craftinamerica.org/artists_clay/story_119.php 
Biography of Sarah Jaeger with link to video 

http://www.sarahjaeger.com/
http://www.unitedstatesartists.org/utility/showArticle/?objectID=1614
http://www.northernclaycenter.org/offline/popups/Jaeger.php
http://www.helenair.com/yt?p=585
http://www.craftinamerica.org/artists_clay/story_119.php


 
http://www.craftinamerica.org/clay/story_152.php 
Sarah Jaeger talks about the craft of clay with link to video 
 
http://www.akardesign.com/creators/moreinfo.asp?iCreatorID=415 
Resume of Sarah Jaeger on AKAR Design web site 
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